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OUR
Leading integrated health and
wellbeing solutions
Reinvesting into the community

OUR
VAL
To do no harm
To continuously improve
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CHAIR REPORT

FORWARD STEPS
2020/21 has seen a continuation of the steady growth experienced in the previous year and resulting in strong financial performance. This is particularly pleasing given the obvious challenges that
have beset our region and the nation over the past 12 months.
The Summit Health Centre has continued to provide an outstanding service in attracting new
providers to the Hills to the extent that we are now looking at creating a second Centre to manage
demand (see the CEO’s report for more information).
We officially had our 25th anniversary last November however it was disappointing that the COVID 19 environment meant we were unable to celebrate it collectively in style; our staff have worked
hard to make Summit Health what it is today and the opportunity to celebrate that achievement
would have been a welcome distraction and an overdue bit of recognition of all that has been
achieved.
We appreciate the support of the membership in enabling the changes to our Constitution at last
year’s AGM – it is important that we ensure our structure and rules of operation reflect current
thinking and best practice and we are confident that we are positioned well for the future.
It is disappointing that COVID-19 prevented us from getting to meet more of the membership over
the year; we value your input and knowledge about our community. As ever, the Board members
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and I – along with the management team – are always willing to meet and discuss ideas and issues with you.
I would like to particularly acknowledge the support and commitment of our Board to me in my
role. Thanks must also go to CEO, Kevin Wisdom-Hill, and the management team for their leadership over the year, and to all the staff for their commitment and flexibility in ensuring Summit
Health continues to support our community.
As we look forward, we continue our commitment to:


supporting accessible services for the community,



stronger financial resilience across the organisation, and



stronger reinvestment into general practice.
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CEO & MEDICAL
DIRECTOR REPORT

OVERVIEW
We have come out of the year in a strong position – we have seen growth in all our key activities
and even been able to maintain a level of member engagement despite the COVID -19 challenges.
Our key achievements over the 12 months include:


Summit Health (quietly) celebrated its 25 th birthday (a big party had been planned but
didn’t happen for obvious reasons).



Ongoing contribution in support of the mental health after-effects of the 2020 bushfires via dedicated services at Lobethal and Parndana.



Grown our counselling services by 16.5% to 7,430 and commenced planning for a further expansion of our counselling services (see page 24)



Surviving COVID-19 with relatively low impact.



Summit Health Centre has effectively reached capacity and continues to attract new services to
the region in support of our community.



For the past 9 months we have undertaken significant development work towards planning of
the construction of an innovative new health centre in the region to further support the health
and wellbeing needs of our community and build on the success of the Summit Health Centre
(more on that below!)
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Emma and I were able to visit some practices this year. We had constructive conversations
around the services we are delivering and the challenges in getting rural GP workforce!



CPD events were continued within the COVID-19 constraints and we look forward to continuing
them next year (see page 20).

COVID-19
The constantly changing COVID-19 demands on general practice in relation to supporting the
community has been challenging, distracting and draining. The never-ending media coverage and
regulation changes has kept COVID-19 front and centre in many people’s
minds and, yes, it has been a catalyst for some important innovation e.g.
general practice telehealth consults and demonstrating that society can
better manage the flu season for those most vulnerable. On the downside,
there is greater workforce burn-out, increased mental health fatigue and
the ongoing frustration of vaccine denialists; it’s pretty clear society needs
an agreed pathway that moves the pandemic out of the headlines and into
the mainstream of the health care system so we can all move on.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YE AR
The Summit Health Centre continues to provide a purpose designed facility for specialist and allied health services to locate and grow their businesses, providing unique flexibility and an extensive support network. It is effectively full now and so plans have commenced plans for the construction of a second Centre in the new Aston Hills development. The Centre will be a bit smaller
than our current facility but enable more services to expand into the Hills. We are looking to undertake this development in partnership with Community Bridging Services Inc. and to incorporate significant capacity to support people with a disability in accessing quality primary care services. If all goes well we hope it will open in late 2022 or early 2023. We will keep the membership informed as things progress.
Health Provider Registry has had a significant boost to its capacity and future relevance
with a 5 year funding commitment from SA Health that will see improved functionality and relevance across the SA health system. (see page 38)
GPcare and EDcare continued to see more patients with both services remaining open
throughout the pandemic period. We are grateful to the doctors and staff that have had to work
under challenging conditions and timelines to make this happen.
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Country SA PHN has continued its support to service development in the region with a
range of opportunistic additional grants enabling us to:


offer more flexible counselling services



undertake improved cultural awareness and engagement



work to extend our video-consult trial for aged care across most of country South Australia’s RACFs

The Financial Year ended strongly for us with a significant boost to our cash reserves. More details on our financial performance can be found in the Finance Committee’s Report on page 14.

CHALLENGES
A major task for the Summit Health Board and management team is working to ensure that we
continue to advocate for general practice as the gate-keeper to the health system. That hasn’t
been easy with all eyes on COVID-19 and an expectation (at least Federally) that general practice
will continue to flex (as it is continually asked to do) to meet the latest guidelines.
The merger between ModMed and GPEx finally took place after a lot of dialogue and clarification.
We were actively involved in the process that surrounded this somewhat challenging situation.
Summit Health voted against the final merger – not because we were against the principle of the
merger but because we felt there was a better way to achieve the outcome. We continue to be a
member of the new entity and look forward to working with it to secure a strong workforce for
our community and in anticipation of the takeover by RACGP / ACRRM of the GP training program next year.
The excellent results outlined in this report would not be possible without the hard work
and commitment of our highly valued staff and contractors, together with ongoing patronage from our tenants and the funding support from:


Country SA PHN for their support across a range of programs – but particularly
mental health



Barossa Hills Fleurieu Local Health Network (BHFLHN) and



Our banking partner Commonwealth Bank.

Our collective thanks for the support of the Board and our Management Team; Penny
Heinrich (General Manager), Jo Teakle (Medical Services Manager) and Bruce Stocks
(Mental Health Unit Manager) without whose support none of this would be possible.
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FINANCE REPORT

This is my first year as Chair of the Finance Committee having recently swapped roles with Sorana
Dinmore who now chairs our Governance and Planning Committee. It is pleasing to be able to
report on another strong year that has seen growing service delivery also result in a stronger
bottom-line (building on the success of the past couple of years).
This year’s outcome is particularly pleasing given the significant challenges we, and
our community, continue to face with COVID-19 and which impact on almost all that
we do.
Our finances are overseen on behalf of the Board by the Finance Committee whose membership is:


Dr Mark Crawford, Board Member



Dr Nigel Stocks, Board Member



Kate Ireland, Board Member



Sorana Dinmore, Board Member



Kevin Wisdom-Hill, CEO and



Penny Heinrich, General Manager

I would like to thank all members for their support and contribution and also to our banking
partner, Commonwealth Bank, who are a pro-active contributor to our organisation.
A summary of the last five year’s results are outlined on the next page .
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As always, we continue to reinvest the vast majority of our funds back into health service delivery and member services and our plans for the development of another health
centre (covered elsewhere) are further evidence of this.
The financial cash summary below is sourced from our full audited financials which are included in
the Annual Report available on our website. We also welcomed new auditors this year with Nexia
Edwards Marshall replacing our previous auditors Ascensio. I’d like to acknowledge and thank
Ascensio which provided great service to Summit Health over many years. The change was not
undertaken lightly however best practice guidelines recommend that all organisations should
change their auditors periodically to ensure that fresh eyes are brought to bear on the operations
of the organisation. We have therefore made the change and look forward to working with Nexia
Edwards Marshall in the coming years.
It’s particularly pleasing to report that our new Auditors have provided an unqualified set of
financials and have iterated Ascensio’s observation on how well-managed our funds are.
As a reminder, the financials do not include the Summit Health Centre asset as it is held in a
separate Trust of which Summit Health is the sole beneficiary.

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

INCOME

$ 10,307,627

$ 8,955,804

$ 7,443,759

$ 5,982,335

$ 4,608,407

EXPENDITURE

$ 9,319,350

$ 8,316,140

$ 7,210,333

$ 5,902,283

$ 4,452,383

$ 988,277

$ 639,663

$ 233,427

$ 80,052

$ 156,024

OPENING RETAINED
EARNINGS

$1,120,737

$ 481,074

$ 247,647

$ 167,594

$ 11,570

CLOSING SURPLUS

$2,109,014

$ 1,120,737

$ 481,074

$ 247,647

$ 167,594

SURPLUS
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MEMBER SERVICES

SERVICE OVERVIEW
Delivering services to meet the needs of members and our community continues to be a key focus
for the Summit Health team, despite being hampered by COVID-19 postponements of scheduled
learning opportunities.
Activities including educational events, newsletter communications and local radio sponsorship
have enabled a range of specialised health topics to be delivered.

RADIO
Summit Health provides sponsorship of Hills Radio that enables regular health segments for
the Hills community. Aiming to feature health professionals exploring wellness and how to
stay healthy, a wide range of topics have been covered this year and all are available via our
webpage. https://www.summithealth.org.au/hills-radio-program/


Managing Diabetes



Mental Health



COVID-19 Vaccination



Face masks and accessing medications during COVID-19



Legal Services Commission services and Bushfire Assistance programs



Fatherhood
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EDUCATION AND EVENTS
Everything Foot & Ankle
Presented by Tim Bass and Dr Peter Stavrou in August to GPs, the diagnosis and management of
foot and ankle problems – simple to complex was covered.
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Intellectual Disability Awareness & Inclusion Workshop
Through the Connect-Able Intellectual Disability (ID) Project, an Intellectual Disability Awareness &
Inclusion Workshop was facilitated by the South Australian Council on Intellectual Disability
(SACID) in April, with the aim of providing education and training around better understanding
people with an intellectual disability and complex needs.
The workshop was attended by 14 people, generating an avid awareness of the need to provide
high quality care and support to people with an intellectual disability, and ignited a keen interest
around the sharing of resources, links and contact details gained throughout the ID project, with
many embracing the opportunity to network across the broad group of attendees.
The overwhelming success of the workshop supported the facilitation of a further SACID workshop, which was attended by 25 people at Hahndorf in June 2021. Both workshops attracted
attendees from diverse health disciplines and service settings, and included GPs, Nurses, Allied
Health Professionals, Counsellors, local and Pharmacy Society Australia (PSA) Pharmacists, Mount
Barker and Adelaide Hills Councils, Intellectual Disability School Educators, and a range of Intellectual Disability Organisations.
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Wound Care
Practice Nurses had the opportunity to attend a session on wound care in May - 32 nurses
participated in this popular session which had attendance limited by COVID -19 restrictions.

“Thankyou. It was wonderful to be able to attend a face to
face session and catch up with colleagues”

DATIS — Medicines & Weight (Drug & Therapeutic Information
Service)
DATIS delivered a session around Medicines and Weight to 23 attendees ranging from GPs,
Practice staff, pharmacists and students.

CPR Training
CPR for Clinical Staff training sessions were offered in August with additional sessions offered to
Non Clinical Staff.
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MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE

SERVICE OVERVIEW
2020-21 has been another busy year for the Summit Health Mental Health Service. Across the
Adelaide Hills, Fleurieu Peninsula, and Kangaroo Island, our mental health clinicians have cared
for the needs of 1,797 individual service users, and provided 7,430 counselling sessions, as well
as other psycho social supports and linkages.
Over the year we have been working towards the establishment of Summit Health CONNECTcare.
CONNECTcare is another platform for the provision of both free government funded allied health
programs alongside those where the user pays a fee for services. This enables those who can afford a service to pay for that service, whilst those who are financially and socially disadvantaged
to receive a similar but free service. The end result is that the whole community has accessible
services as they are needed. Fees paid by those who can afford to pay are channeled back into
the provision of further services made available to everyone. CONNECTcare will combine the
resources available from the Commonwealth government through the Country SA PHN, with self funded and other rebate options to make more services available in our communities. We hope
to start this service in late 2021.
This year our clinicians engaged in professional development focused around the use of
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT). ACT is a contemporary psychological therapy that
encourages people to use their values and an emotionally accepting stance to make choices and
take action to deal with their matters of concern.
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Throughout the year we have continued to be engaged in Bushfire Recovery Counselling and
Therapy. Country SA PHN has funded the service so that we have been able to have clinical
support for people recovering from the bushfires, in both the Adelaide Hills and Kangaroo
Island.
A big thank you to all of our staff and contractors who have worked extremely hard
to provide an outstanding service at Mt Barker, Lobethal and Stirling in the Adelaide
Hills, at Victor Harbor, Yankalilla, Goolwa and Strathalbyn in the Fleurieu Peninsula,
and at Kingscote Kangaroo Island.
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SERVICE DELIVERIES: CLIENT SESSIONS
There has been an increase of 16.5% more client sessions from 2019/20.

SERVICE DELIVERIES: CLIENTS PER PROGRAM
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GPCARE GENERAL
PRACTICE

OVERVIEW
GPcare General Practice is nearing completion of another successful and extraordinary year of
operation since commencing in November 2014 with the opening of the Summit Health Centre.

Dr David Mills accepted the role of GPcare Lead GP in March 2021; this is a key GP
Leadership role within GPcare to advocate for both GPs and Practice Managers
around change management and business growth; and to assist with further developing a strong, positive practice culture moving forward.

The continuing impact of COVID-19 meant telehealth continued to be offered for
eligible patients. GPcare was able to move its respiratory assessment area from
outside (last year) to a dedicated indoor space.

GPcare was approved as a provider of COVID-19 vaccination in March 2021. Vaccination clinics offering the AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccine were implemented in
April 2021 with Dr Graham Hughes as clinical lead and vaccine clinic GP.
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GPcare is supported by an experienced and dedicated core group of GPs; including GP Registrars
from GPEx and sessional GPs, equating to 6.1 clinical FTE and a dedicated and experienced team of
nursing and reception staff.
We welcomed the following GPs:


Dr Tracey Landon joined GPcare in March 2021, Tracey is a GP Obstetrician who has
recently been working at a community controlled Aboriginal Health Centre in Whyalla
as a General Practitioner.



GP Registrar Dr Madhu Rao achieved fellowship with the RACGP in September 2020
and has continued on with GPcare.



Dr Graham Hughes returned in late 2020 in a locum capacity then took the role as
the vaccine clinical lead in the COVID-19 vaccination clinics which commenced in
April 2021.

Dr Cassie Gibbs has embraced the role as GP Supervisor for our 5 th year medical students and
continues to supervise our GP Registrars. Unfortunately we farewelled Dr Anna Vnuk and Dr
Babak Taghavi Ardebili during 2020/2021. We thank them for their contribution to GPcare.
GPcare continues to support medical workforce development and are hosting two 5th year
medical students (Catherine Jenkins and Erin Widdison from the University of Adelaide), undertaking their rural placement in Mt Barker during 2021.
Our 6-8 week placements for 3rd year nursing students from Flinders University continue to
provide a valuable General Practice experience for our future nursing workforce.
In August Jo Teakle left Summit Health to take on a new role in a new direction. During her years
with Summit Health Jo played a major role in helping establish the Centre and GPcare and had a
big impact; we are grateful for her contribution and wish her well for the future.

GPCARE GENERAL PRACTITIONERS



Dr Angela Travis
Dr Cassie Gibbs
Dr Cath Love
Dr Chris Say
Dr Dan Dwyer
Dr Daniel Edge
Dr David Mills



Dr Emma Manifold
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Dr Graham Hughes
Dr John Arthurson
Dr Katya Speight
Dr Madhu Rao
Dr Megan McLaughlin
Dr Naif Saigol
Dr Tracey Landon

GPCARE REGISTRARS



Dr Chloe Shelton
Dr Jack Fuller

HEALTH PROMOTION ACTIVITIES


Crazy Socks Day – Mental Health of Doctors and health practitioners



Jean for Genes Day – Raises funds for genetic diseases in children



Red Nose Day – Raises awareness around SIDS



Be Medicine Wise – Promotes the best and safest way to use medicines



Wear Red this Red Feb – Initiative by Heart Research Australia



Teal Ribbon Day – raises money for ovarian cancer



Epilepsy Awareness Day



Go Blue for Autism Day



Patient Experience Week – Acknowledges the efforts of those who interact with patients
everyday
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EDCARE

CHALLENGES
EDcare has seen another successful year, providing a quality 24 hour emergency service to our
region and its growing community with a total of 19,971 patients seen by medical staff, a
huge 23% increase over the last financial year.
EDcare has faced many challenges over the year, including the COVID -19 Pandemic, the everincreasing acuity, workable space in the ED, and the announcement of the end of the EDcare
contract in March 2022 in preparation for the new ED service out of the new building!
Highlights have included increased educational opportunities for Medical and
Nursing staff and South Australian Ambulance Service (SAAS); commencement of a
South Adelaide Local Health Network (SALHN) Intern in the Emergency Department,
and Jorin Derks and the EDcare team winning “Healthcare Hero’ in the HELP awards.

J o r in De rk s
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EDc a re te a m
EDcare also released its “EDcare, Handbook for Emergency Practice written by EDcare
Clinical Director, Dr Peter Stuart and targeted at the EDcare clinicians to better
support them in the challenging role.
EDcare, Handbook for Emergency Practice is available via amazon.com.au
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19,971 Patients Seen
COVID-19 PANDEMIC
EDcare has faced ongoing and significant challenges in relation to the COVID-19
Pandemic with a substantial increase in respiratory patients presenting to the
department that were unable to be reviewed by their local GP. Restricted work
space and no access to negative pressure facilities has made assessment of these
patients challenging at times.

EDUCATION
EDcare Emergency Education sessions are facilitated by EDcare Clinical Director, Dr Peter Stuart;
and are available at no cost for all EDcare doctors to attend and have continued throughout the
year as the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions have allowed. These sessions have been immensely
popular. They involve pre-learning, face-to-face learning and simulation.
This year’s topics have included:


Emergency Orthopaedics



Bedside ultrasound



ENT Emergencies



Lung Emergencies



Team based Resus



Burns Management



Airway management



Acute Respiratory failure

Monthly Mortality & Morbidity (M&Ms) have also proved to be very popular with EDcare GPs,
BHFLHN ED nurses and SAAS. Each month (restrictions permitting) we have explored several
interesting cases as well as undertaking the SALHN intern audit.
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Airway Management 2021

Lung Emergencies 2021

THE FUTURE
In February 2021, EDcare management met with BHFLHN executive and as part of the hospital transition to the new ED and its salaried model were informed that the contract would not be extended
past the end of contract date, March 2022. The coming year will be spent in ensuring the EDcare
doctors will be able to apply for their new roles as Medical Officers in the new Mt Barker Hospital
ED, due for completion approximately Nov 2022.

EDCARE


Dr Peter Stuart - EDcare Clinical Director



Dr Lien Tee - EDcare Clinical Lead



Jorin Derks - EDcare Clinical Manager
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GENERAL PROGRAMS

GENERAL PROGRAMS (GPSA)
The GPSA program area has demonstrated significant growth across the 2020-21 year, bringing
more services to our community. Country SA PHN have provided increased project funding including the enhanced Telehealth support for 69 Country Aged Care Facilities, and several short term
projects: Immunisation Champion Nurse, and ‘Connect-Able’, which has focussed on improving
pathways for persons with an Intellectual Disability.

AFTER HOURS INNOVATION
The Aged Care sector has been in the spotlight across the past year. The positive work in the Hills
Residential Aged Care Facilities (RACF) After Hours Innovation project led to an offer from CSAPHN
to extend the initiative into the 69 facilities across rural SA. Through the upload and distribution of
Ipads into country RACFs the opportunity to build on telehealth and medication management initiatives is being explored.

IMMUNISATION CHAMPION NURSE
A short term project to identify local champion nurses and build networks and information across
Barossa Hills Fleurieu lead to an innovative model where 3 practices were identified to work on the
initiative. Each practice agreed to be a local contact and work together to improve immunisation
rates and share strategies. Local newspaper articles highlighted benefits of immunisation and
promotion of the SA Immunisation hub.
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WELCOMING ENVIRONMENTS
We welcomed funding support to commission a piece of artwork that honours the Peramangk Country of the Mount Lofty Ranges. The CSAPHN provided funding to commission the work of local artist,
David Booth who worked with the Summit Health team to create a piece of Artwork that reflects Peramangk Country and health, also enabling replica prints for sharing across local practices.
David Booth launched the artwork with a presentation that provided his story and the story of the
artwork.
The implementation of this activity was supported as part of the overall strategy at Summit Health
and a number of staff attended Aboriginal Cultural Sensitivity & Respect Training workshop supported by CSAPHN and GPEX.
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CONNECT-ABLE
The significant progress made by the Connect-Able Intellectual Disability (ID) project as at the
project end date of 30 June 2021, together with consideration of the Health Budget 2020 -2021
resulted in CSAPHN supporting the continuation of this important work around Intellectual Disability
for a further six months, until 31 December 2021. The extension of the project was welcomed, with
opportunities for a wider-spread transfer of knowledge, education/training, and the sharing of tools
and outcomes across a greater number of healthcare services, further sustaining and building on
communication pathways, and improving systems in which to support the healthcare needs for people with intellectual disability.
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MOVE n CARE
The Heart Foundation Active Innovation grants attracted greater than 300 applications nationally,
and only 20 were chosen to pitch for a project. Summit Health was one of the 10 organisations that
were successful in gaining a grant. The project was to support carers of clients with Parkinson ’s
Disease, however we realise that this is a greater issue for carers broadly and their need to stay fit
to be a carer.
The group have participated in a range of activities to better understand what may work for them
to maintain health and wellness especially to continue their support as a carer.

INTEGRATED WELLNESS SERVICE ON KI
IWS has continued on Kangaroo Island and successfully built referrals in the year, including bringing in allied health support form Podiatry, adding to Physio, Dietetics and Exercise Physiology. Several community sessions were successfully coordinated in the period, including Falls Prevention, Diabetes and Women’s Health. In the next period the program will be expanded into Yankalilla.
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HEALTH PROVIDER REGISTRY
The Health Provider Registry (HPRy) enables a vital connection with health providers,
general practices and health services across South Australia.
Summit Health maintain the HPRy database which support the transfer of patient
information such as discharge summaries and specialist referrals. The data base contains
6,843 practitioners and 2,501 practice types.
In the final quarter of 2020-21 SA Health began the cutover to secure messaging as the
preferred and safest way to transfer patient information and Summit Health has been
supportive of this shift to secure messaging reducing the number of practices using fax to
communicate patient discharge summaries and notifications. Communication preferences
are moving positively in the direction of electronic transmission and a larger portion of
practices are now changing over to secure email and messaging.

Communication Preferences

6843 TOTAL Practitioners
2501 TOTAL Practice Types
3706 General Practitioners
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SUMMIT HEALTH CENTRE

OVERVIEW
OVERVIEW
Continued growth in tenancy demand despite the COVID-19 challenges has seen the Centre
effectively at capacity. We have commenced some minor internal rebuilding to create more tenancy space and the organisation is working on a longer term solution given the continued
growth of our population which is expected to continue for another 10 years! With over 130,000
people coming through the door over the past 12 months, the Centre can truly claim to be improving the community’s access to a broader range of health services.
In June 2021 Sally Jarrett left the role of Facility Manager to take on a senior management role at
Bridge Clinic, Murray Bridge. We thank her for her work with us and wish her all the best with the
new role.

TENANTS
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COVID-19 IMPACT
We have maintained a strong emphasis on maintaining our COVID-19-safe practices
with many tenants stating they feel particularly safe in our facility.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
Summit Health has continued to plant more seedlings during the year and our solar panels and
batteries continue to provide environmental benefits, with the equivalent of over 5,000 trees planted and 200,000kg of CO2 emissions saved. In addition, the café recycles its used cups for use by
the Duck Flat volunteers (great seedling pots!) and the Centre Team recycle our waste -paper, cardboard and plastic. Every little bit helps.

There’s a health centre
there somewhere!
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SUMMIT CAFÉ
Summit Café is the social enterprise development undertaken in collaboration with Community
Bridging Services Inc. Now in its second year, the café continues to grow its customer base and
is now using local ingredients from the Duck Flat community garden in its produce - further
evidence of our commitment to re-investing in our community.

FUNDRAISING EVENTS - Total Funds Raised $14,701


Biggest morning tea - Raised $3,745 for Cancer Council SA



Jeans for Genes Day - Raised $46 for Children’s Medical Research Institute



Marilyn Jetty Swim – Raised $7,298 for Cancer Council SA



Pink Ribbon Breakfast – Raised $3,292 for the National Breast Cancer Foundation Australia



Staff Soup days - Raised $320 for ‘Hungry No More’ Hot Meal Program ($590 total)

Cancer Council SA
Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea 2020
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Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea
Donation of $3,745 made to the
Cancer Council of South Australia
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Marilyn Jetty Swim - Cancer Council SA

CENTRE HEALTH PROMOTION ACTIVITIES


Breastscreen awareness



Healthy New Year Promotion



Hopper Ant Display



Lifeblood – Australian Red Cross



Mental Health Week



National Diabetes Week



National Stroke Week



R U OK day



Stroke week



World Mental Health Day

R U OK? Day
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Healthy New Year 2021

Stroke Week
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FINANCIAL REPORT

SUMMIT HEALTH INCORPORATED
Financial Report
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021
ABN 33 453 119 459
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THANK YOU
OUR THANKS TO OUR WORKFORCE
The Board and Management would like to take this opportunity to thank all staff and con-

tractors who have contributed to making Summit Health the successful organisation that
it is.
We recognise and acknowledge the enthusiasm, hard work and dedication that was
shown by everyone.

OUR THANKS TO OUR KEY FUNDING PARTNERS
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85 Wellington Rd, MOUNT BARKER 5251
ABN 33 453 119 459
P 08 8406 7700 | F 08 8406 7777
E admin@summithealth.org.au | W summithealth.org.au
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